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OnMSFT.com ? What we use [2] [Ed: "On Microsoft" is actually... not on Microsoft. It's on GNU/Linux.]

OnMSFT runs Ubuntu 18.04 and Nginx...

Linux 5.7 Staging Will Be ~28.7k Lines Of Code Lighter Thanks To Nuking WUSB + UWB[3]

With the Linux 5.7 kernel cycle in two months there is some "spring cleaning" within the
staging area that is leading to almost twenty-nine thousand lines of code being removed thanks
to removing a deprecated feature.
Last year we reported on Linux deprecating Wireless USB and Ultra Wideband subsystems.
That WUSB and UWB code was demoted after being orphaned without a code maintainer for
years with Wireless USB really not being popular in an era of Bluetooth and WiFi
advancements. With no one having expressed concern or stepping up to maintain the code
since deprecating WUSB and UWB, the code is now set to be removed with Linux 5.7.

Everything you need to know about the ArcoLinux Tweak Tool [4]

Screenshot of the last version

Mozilla Reps in 2020 Berlin All Hands [5]

14 Reps were invited to participate in this year?s All Hands in Berlin.
At the All-Hands Reps learned some easy German words (Innovationsprozess-swischenstandsschreihungsskizze), did some art (see here X artistic endeavor during a group activity), and
learned about cultural differences in communication.

Waterfox: Firefox Fork With Legacy Add-ons Options [6]

In this week?s open source software highlight, we take a look at a Firefox-based browser that
supports legacy extensions that Firefox no longer supports while potentially providing fast
user experience.
When it comes to web browsers, Google Chrome leads the market share. Mozilla Firefox is
there still providing hopes for a mainstream web browser that respects your privacy.
Firefox has improved a lot lately and one of the side-effects of the improvements is removal of
add-ons. If your favorite add-on disappeared in last few months/years, you have a good new in
the form of Witerfox.

Vulkan 1.2.133 Released With VK_KHR_shader_non_semantic_info [7]

It's been nearly one month since the release of Vulkan 1.2.132 and that came shortly after the
big Vulkan 1.2 milestone, but out today is now Vulkan 1.2.133.
Vulkan 1.2.133 has various clarifications to the documentation, adds a vendor ID for
Codeplay, VK_EXT_shader_subgroup_vote / VK_EXT_shader_subgroup_ballot are
deprecated, and other clarifications/corrections to the text.

Work on IoT Device Communication Standardization Begins [8]

Most people working with industrial automation equipment are familiar with OPC UA for
machine and device communications. More recently, industry has been getting up to speed
with MQTT and its complimentary role for industrial device communications.
While OPC UA has long been an industry standard, work is now beginning on a broad
standardization of MQTT communications via Sparkplug, the open source software
specification that enables applications, sensors, devices or gateways to integrate data within an
MQTT communications infrastructure. Sparkplug defines MQTT topics namespace, payload,
and session state management.
[...]

This work will address the issue of MQTT ?s undefined topics structure and data types?a key
differentiator from OPC UA which ?provides a framework for standard and custom datatypes,
a defined (hierarchical) namespace and a definition for request/response style communication
patterns,? as noted by Jen Reiman in ctron?s blog post about OPC UA implementation with
the Eclipse Foundation?s Milo (an open source communication stack for developing OPC UA
clients and servers).
Founding members of the Sparkplug Working Group include Chevron, Canary Labs, Cirrus
Link Solutions, HiveMQ, Inductive Automation, and ORing.

Google pulls 500 malicious Chrome extensions after researcher tip-off [9]

Google has abruptly pulled over 500 Chrome extensions from its Web Store that researchers
discovered were stealing browsing data and executing click fraud and malvertising after
installing themselves on the computers of millions of users.
Depending on which way you look at it, that?s either a good result because they?re no longer
free to infect users, or an example of how easy it is for malicious extensions to sneak on the
Web Store and stay there for years without Google noticing.

Security updates for Monday [10]

Security updates have been issued by Debian (evince, postgresql-9.4, and thunderbird), Fedora
(ksh and libxml2), openSUSE (hostapd and nextcloud), Red Hat (chromium-browser, firefox,
flash-plugin, and ksh), and SUSE (firefox and thunderbird).

Microsoft's Edge roadmap reveals history sync coming this summer, Linux support coming [11]

Recently, Microsoft updated its public roadmap for its still-new Edge browser, which is based
on Chromium. There's quite a bit on there, from minor fixes to major things like support for
Linux.
Two specific things are new. The ability to navigate a PDF via a table of contents is now under
review, and the tab preview feature from Edge Legacy is now in discussion. As 'in review'
and 'in discussion' suggest, neither is a commitment to actually building out the features.

Nintendo Is Likely to Suffer Global Switch Shortages From Virus [12]

Limited component supply coming out of China is affecting output at a Nintendo assembly
partner?s factory in Vietnam, which the gaming giant primarily uses to build consoles for the
U.S., said the people, asking not to be named because the details are private. A shortage of
components this month would affect Switch units scheduled for arrival in April, after existing
inventory and current shipments of the console have sold through.

Roboflow: Popular autonomous vehicle data set contains critical flaws [13]

A machine learning model?s performance is only as good as the quality of the data set on
which it?s trained, and in the domain of self-driving vehicles, it?s critical this performance
isn?t adversely impacted by errors. A troubling report from computer vision startup Roboflow
alleges that exactly this scenario occurred ? according to founder Brad Dwyer, crucial bits of
data were omitted from a corpus used to train self-driving car models.
Dwyer writes that Udacity Dataset 2, which contains 15,000 images captured while driving in
Mountain View and neighboring cities during daylight, has omissions. Thousands of unlabeled
vehicles, hundreds of unlabeled pedestrians, and dozens of unlabeled cyclists are present in
roughly 5,000 of the samples, or 33% (217 lack any annotations at all but actually contain
cars, trucks, street lights, or pedestrians). Worse are the instances of phantom annotations and
duplicated bounding boxes (where ?bounding box? refers to objects of interest), in addition to
?drastically? oversized bounding boxes.

The Open Wearables Initiative expands founding team; begins soliciting algorithms and datasets for wearable and connected
health technologies [14]

Shimmer Research, a global leader in wearable technology for research applications, today
announced that the Open Wearables Initiative (OWEAR) is now actively soliciting open
source software and datasets from wearable sensors and other connected health technologies at
http://www.owear.org. OWEAR is a collaboration designed to promote the effective use of
high-quality, sensor-generated measures of health in clinical research through the open sharing
and benchmarking of algorithms and datasets. OWEAR has also expanded its Working Group
to include executives from four major global pharmaceutical companies, a major clinical
research organization (CRO), Sage Bionetworks and the Digital Medicine Society (DiMe).
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